Can't convert this type of ER diagram into SQL or relational tables. I have stumbled upon a problem during database design. Let me explain what it is all about:

I tried so many hard to map my ER-Diagram into Relational schema but I didn't find anything that can help me to do it automatically. I'm using Microsoft Visio.

ER Models in Tables - Transform ER Diagram into Tables.

Database Schema relational data model, which nothing but the logical view of the database.

The Aqua Data Studio ER Modeler can be used for:
- Creating a New Diagram
- Extracting a Diagram From a Database
- Generating DDL
- Converting a model for one database into a model for another database
- Saving

IDE for Relational Databases

Import Database - Import a database schemas to create a model.

ERDPlus is a database modeling tool to quickly and easily create Entity Relationship Diagrams, Relational Schemas, and Star Schemas. Draw an Entity-Relationship (E-R) diagram of an AIS database. Build a

This chapter explains how to design and document a relational database for an

Translating the internal-level schema into the actual database structures that will be.
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